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                 It is demonstrated that gravitational and inertial masses are correlated by an
electromagnetic factor. Some theoretical consequences of the correlation are: incorporation of
Mach's principle into  Gravitation Theory; new relativistic  expression for the  mass ; the
generalization of Newton’s second law for the motion; the deduction of the differential
equation for entropy  directly  from the Gravitation Theory. Another fundamental
consequence of the mentioned correlation is that , in specific ultra-high energy conditions, the
gravitational  and  electromagnetic fields can be described by the same Hamiltonian , i.e., in
these circumstances, they are unified ! Such conditions  can have occurred inclusive in the
Initial Universe , before the first spontaneous breaking of symmetry.
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INTRODUCTION
               Several experiments1,2,3,4,5,6, have been carried out since Newton to try
to establish a correlation between gravitational mass mg and  inertial mass mi.
However, only recently has it been discovered that a particle’s gravitational
mass decreases with the increasing  temperature and that only in absolute zero
(T=0 K) are gravitational mass and inertial mass equivalent7.
              The purpose of this work is to show  that the old suspicion of a
correlation between gravitation and electromagnetism is true. Initially, using
formal techniques let us showing that there is an adimensional electromagnetic
factor which relates gravitational to inertial mass. Afterwards, we will see
fundamental consequences of this correlation, such as, the generalisation of
Newton’s second law for the motion, the deduction of the differential equation
for  entropy (second law of  Thermodynamics), and the possibility of the
electromagnetic control  of the gravitational mass. In addition, we will see that ,
in specific conditions of ultra-high energy, the gravitational field can be
described by the same Hamiltonian  which allows to describe the
electromagnetic field. Such conditions  can have occurred in the initial Universe,
before the first spontaneous breaking of symmetry.

1. CORRELATION
                  Using elementary arguments from Quantum Mechanics, J.F.
Donoghue and B.R.  Holstein7, have shown that the renormalized mass for
temperature T = 0   is expressed by   mr=m+δmo   where δmo  is the temperature-
independent mass shift. In addition, for T > 0, mass renormalization leads to the
following expressions for     inertial    and   gravitational   masses,   respectively:
mi = m + δmo + δmβ  ;  mg = m + δmo − δmβ, where  δmβ  is the temperature-
dependent mass shift.
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The expression of δmβ obtained by Donoghue and Holstein refers
solely to thermal radiation. It is then imperative to obtain the generalised
expression for any type of electromagnetic radiation.

The electromagnetic wave equations in an absorbing medium,
            ∇ 2E+ω2µε[1+σ/ωεi]E =0      and    ∇ 2H+ω2µε[1+σ/ωεi]H =0        (1.01)
express the fact that electromagnetic fields of cyclic frequency  ω , ω=2πf,
propagate in a medium with electromagnetic characteristics,  ε, µ and σ, at speed

             v = c � � εrµr[(1+(σ/ωε)2) � +1]} - �                                   (1.02)
If an electromagnetic radiation with velocity  v  strikes a particle ( or

is emitted from a particle) of  rest inertial mass  mi , and  U  is the
electromagnetic energy absorbed (or emitted)  by the particle, then, according to
Maxwell ’s prediction, a momentum q=U/v is transferred to it.

Mass shift δmβ , dependent on the external electromagnetic energy,
equals the inertial mass shift dependent on the increment of energy in the
particle. Since in this case the inertial mass shift does not depend on the
particle’s velocity V , i.e., it is related only to the momentum  q  absorbed, it can

be obtained by making  p = 0  in variation  ∆H=H’-H= c [q2+(mic)2]1/2- mic
2

from the particle’s inertial Hamiltonian.Consequently, the expression of   δmβ , is
written as:
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Comparing now the expression of   mi   and   mg  we  have  mg=mi-2δmβ  .

By replacing δmβ  in this equation, given by equation above, we obtain the
expression of the correlation between gravitational mass and inertial mass.i.e.,
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 We see  that only in the absence of electromagnetic radiation on the
particle (U=0) is the gravitational mass equivalent to the inertial mass.

Note  that the electromagnetic characteristics, ε ,µ and σ  do not refer
to the particle, but to the outside medium around the particle in which the
incident radiation is propagating. For an atom inside  a body , the incident
radiation on this  atom will be propagating inside the body , and consequently ,
σ=σbody , ε=εbody, µ=µbody . So , if  ω << σbody/ε body , equation above reduces to :
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where   ma  is the inertial mass of the atom .

Thus we see that, atoms (or molecules ) can have  their
gravitational masses   strongly reduced  by means of extra-low frequency (ELF)
radiation.
                For the particular case of µr =εr ≅ 1 , ω >>σ /ε  and U<< mic

2  the
expression (1.04) is reduced to:

                                   mg =  [1 − ( U/mic
2)2

 ]mi        (1.06)

In  the  case of thermal radiation,  it  is  common  to  relate  the  energy  of
photons  to  temperature,  through   the       relation,      <hν>~ kT               where
k=1.38 ×10-23J/K  is the Boltzmann’s constant. Thus, in this case, the energy
absorbed by the particle wil l be U=η<hν>~ηkT, and equation above may be
rewritten as:

                               mg = [1 − (ηkT/mic
2)2] mi        (1.07)

If we take   T~ 300 K,  and  mi  as the electron mass, we will have:

(ηkT/mic
2)2∼ 2.5×10−15η2. For η ∼  0.1 , a value is obtained is agreement with

that obtained by Donoghue  and Holstein, in this case. That is , 2/3 πα(T/mi)2 ∼
3×10−17.

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

As we know, Lagrange’s function (or lagrangean) for a particle is
expressed by  L= −ψc[1- V2/c2]1/2,  where  ψ   characterises the given particle. In
Classical Mechanics, every particle is characterised by its mass, so that it was
established that ψ=mic .However, as a consequence of new expression of the
gravitational mass, we can easily see that  mg characterises the particles in a
more general way than  mi  , thus, we should make  ψ=mgc  .

The (−) sign in Lagrange’s function  comes from the fact that ψ, in
action integral  S= −ψ∫ds      , was considered as always positive and, thus, the
(−) sign was introduced because the aforesaid integral preceded by the (+) sign
could not have a minimum; preceded by the (−) sign, it manifestly has a
minimum along a world-line.

Nevertheless, with the new expression of ψ , we see that it may
assume positive and negative values, since gravitational mass, as opposed to
inertial mass, may be negative. Consequently, the action for a free particle is:

∫∫ −=−=
b

ag

b

a
dscmdsS ||ψ , (2.01)
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and the  Lagrangean,
       222 /1 cVcmL g −−= .         (2.02)

It follows from equation above , that:

         p = ∂L/∂V =   mg V [1− V2/c2 ]− �
                            (2.03)

F = dp/dt =  mg  [1− V2/c2 ]− �
 dV/dt                                                          (2.04)

 or   dp/dt =  mg [(1− V2/c2)3]− �
 dV/dt

Note that equation (2.04) , in the absence of external electromagnetic
fields on the particle ( U = 0),  and V<< c , reduces to  F=mia (Newton’s 2nd
Law).

From mentioned equation , we deduce the new expression for the
inertial forces, i.e. ,
 F=  Mg a                                                                                                      (2.05)
where

  Mg = mg [1-V2/c2 ]− �
(2.06)

is the new relativistic expression for the mass.
According to the new expression for the inertial forces, we see  that

these forces have origin in the gravitational interaction between the body and the
other masses of the Universe, just as  Mach’s principle predicts. Hence
mentioned expression  incorporates the Mach’s principle into Gravitation
Theory, and furthermore  reveals that a body’s inertial effects can be reduced
and even annulled if its gravitational mass may be reduced or annulled,
respectively.
                  The new relativistic expression for the mass show that, a particle
with null gravitational mass  isn't subject to relativistic effects , because under
these circumstances its gravitational mass doesn't increase with  increasing
velocity .i.e., it stays null  independently of the particle's velocity. This means
that  , a particle with null gravitational mass , can reach and even surpass  the
light speed . It  becomes a  particle with momentum  p = Mg V = 0  and energy
E = Mg c2= 0 .There is nothing  of stranger  with  this particle type  . In fact ,
we know that they appear in a natural way, in General Relativity , as solutions
that predict the existence  of "ghost" neutrinos8. This neutrinos are so  called ,
because  with momentum null and  energy null , they cannot  be detected. But
even so , they can be  present because  still exists a wave function  describing its
presence.

The fact that a non-inertial reference frame is equivalent to a certain
gravitational field (modern version of equivalence principle ) presupposed
mi≡mg because the inertial forces was expressed by Fi=miai , while the
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equivalent gravitational forces ,     by  Fg=mgag.   So,   to  satisfy  the
equivalence ai=ag  , Fi ≡ Fg  it  was necessary that   mi≡mg.

Now, due to the new expression of the inertial forces, i,e., F=  mg ai,
we  can  easily  verify  that  the  equivalence ai ≡ ag , Fi ≡ Fg   is self-evident, it
no longer being necessary  that  mg ≡ mi. In other words, although preserving the
modern version of the equivalence principle  (also known as  the strong
equivalence principle), the primitive conception of the equivalence principle
(also called the  weak equivalence principle) , where the equivalence of the
gravitational and inertial masses was  fundamental, is eliminated.

Therefore, once the validity of the equivalence principle is reaff irmed,
the equations of the General Relativity Theory will obviously be preserved.

We define the particle’s energy E to be 9 , E=p.V-L. Thus, by
substituting the equations (2.02) and (2.03)  of   L   and   p   in this expression,
we obtain:

22
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By squaring the expressions for  p  and  E and comparing them, we
find the following relationship  between energy and momentum of a particle:

22222 cmpcE g+= (2.08)

This equation in the form  E=c[p2+(mgc)2]1/2   is the particle’s
gravitational Hamiltonian . It is the expression of particle’s internal energy.

Here, when we say “ particle” we are not saying “ elementary” . So,
these equations are equally valid for all complex bodies (constituted of several
particles); this way,  mg  will be the total mass, and  V the velocity of the body.

Therefore, in the case of  a particles system, at rest (p = 0), within
vacuum (µr  =εr  =1, σ =0 ), where the external electromagnetic energy U  is
only thermal (and U<< mic

2 ),the internal energy  E  of the system is reduced to:
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If we consider the expression of δmβ  and also mi= m + δm0 + δmβ, it is
possible to rewrite  this equation  in the following form:

( )
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22 −== (2.10)

whence we recognise the inertial Hamil tonian which, as we know, is identified
with the free energy (F) of the system,

      H = F         (2.11)
So, the expression for E  can be rewritten in the following form:

T

F
TFE

∂
∂−=         (2.12)

This is a well-known equation of Thermodynamics. On the other hand,
remembering ∂Q=∂τ+∂E (1st principle of Thermodynamics) and F=E-TS
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(Helmholtz function), we can easily obtain from expression for  E , for a
isolated system  ∂τ = 0,  that
                                    ∂Q = T∂S  .                                                            (2.13)
This is the well-known Entropy Differential Equation.
3. UNIFICATION

The  k
iT  expression of the energy-momentum tensor for a particle

is, as we know, given by k
i

k
i cT µµρ 2=   where   ρ  is the particle’s gravitational

mass density. So,      mg        is fundamental for describing  the gravitational
field   produced by    the particle,  because  once    known       k

iT , we  can

derive   the  gravitational  field  equation   by  means :     )( 2
18

4 TTR k
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As was stated previously, a particle’s gravitational mass can be
expressed in the following form:

( ) 2222 /2)/(222 cHmcpmcHHmmmm iiiig ′−



 ++=−′−=−= βδ     (3.01)

Thus, we can say that starting point for describing the gravitational field is,
basically  the  Hamiltonian  H’    ,  given by:

                          22222 cmcmpccmHH i ββ δδ ++=+=′ .                                (3.02)

Particularly, in the case of elementary particles in the vacuum ,we can place
εr = µr =1 and  σ = 0  in expression of   δmβ  (eq.1.03),  so we have:

                                   { } 2222 1)/(1 cmcmUcm ii −+=βδ                              (3.03)

If  U>> mic
2, then  δmβc

2  = U   and the expression for H’  will be given by:

                                            UH
cV

cmi +=′
− 22

2

/1
                                        (3.04)

            The  absorbed electromagnetic energy, U , depends on the particle’s
interaction with the electromagnetic field. The properties of the particle are
defined, with respect to its interaction with the electromagnetic field, for only
just one parameter: the particle’s  electric charge, Q .On the other hand, the
properties of the field in and of  itself are characterized by the   potential , ϕ ,of
the field. So,  absorbed electromagnetic energy  , U ,   depends  only on  Q  and
ϕ.The product Qϕ has the dimensions of energy, so that we  can write U=Qϕ
once any proportionality factor can be included in the ϕ expression. So,  the
expression for H’  becomes equal to the well-known Hamil tonian,

ϕQ
cV

cmi +=
− 22

2

/1

�
,                                   (3.05)

for a  charge  Q  in an  electromagnetic field.
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                 From this equation its possible obtain a complete description of the
electromagnetic field, because starting from this Hamiltonian we can write the

Hamilton-Jacobi equation that allows us  to establish the equations of motion
for a charge in an electromagnetic field. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation, as we
know,  constitutes the starting point of a general method of  integrating  the
equations of motion .

Then, we conclude that, when  U>> mic
2 ,  the gravitational field can

be described starting from the same Hamiltonian ,which allows description of
the electromagnetic field. This is equivalent to saying that in these
circumstances, the gravitational and electromagnetic fields are unified !
                 In the GUTs, the  Initial Universe was simpli fied for just two types of
fundamental particles: the boson and the fermion. However, bosons and
fermions are unified in Supergravity: one can be transformed into another , just
as quarks can be transformed into leptons in the GUTs. Thus, in the period
where gravitation and electromagnetism were unified. (which would have
occurred from  time zero up to a critical time  tc ≅  10-43s   after Big-Bang ) , the
Universe should have been extremely simple − with just one particle type
(protoparticle) .

               The   temperature T of the Universe in the 10-43s< t < 10-23s period can
be calculated by means of the well-known expression10 T∼ 1022(t/10-23)-1/2

.

Everything indicates that, T ∼  1032K    (∼ 1019GeV)   in the tc  instant ( when the
first spontaneous breaking of symmetry occurred ).

                In the 0-tc period, the electromagnetic energy absorbed by the
protoparticles  was  U ∼  η< hν> = ηkT>>mppc

2. (mpp  is the protoparticle’s
inertial mass and η , as we have seen , is a particle-dependent absorption
coefficient) .This means that the gravitational and electromagnetic fields
unification condition (U>>mic

2) was satisfied in the aforementioned period, and
consequently the gravitational and electromagnetic interactions were themselves
unified.
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APPENDIX  A   
Here we examine a possible experimental test for equation(1.04).Let us consider
the apparatus in figure 1. The Transformer has the following characteristics:
•  Frequency : 60 Hz
•  Power : 11.5kVA
•  Number of turns of coil : n1 = 12 , n2 = 2
•  Coil 1 : copper wire 6 AWG
•  Coil 2 : ½ inch diameter copper rod (with insulation paint).
•  Core  area : 502.4 cm2 ; φ=10 inch (Steel).
•  Maximum input voltage   : V1

max = 220 V
•  Input impedance : Z1 = 4.2 Ω
•  Output impedance : Z2 < 1m Ω   ( ELF antenna  impedance : 116 mΩ )
•  Maximum output voltage  with coupled antenna : 34.8V
•  Maximum output current with coupled antenna : 300 A
                     In the system-G the annealed pure iron has an electric conductivity
σi =1.03×107 S/m, magnetic permeabili ty µi = 25000µ0 

11,thickness 0.6 mm ( to
absorb the ELF radiation produced by the antenna).The iron powder which
encapsulates the ELF antenna has σp ≈10 S/m ;µp ≈ 75µ0 

12. The  antenna
physical length is  z0 = 12 m, see Fig.1c.The power radiated  by the antenna can
be calculated  by the well-known general expression ,for  z0 << λ :
P = ( I0 ω z0 )2 / 3πεv3 { [1+ (σ/ωε )2 ]½ + 1}
where  I0 is the antenna current amplitude ; ω = 2πf ; f =60Hz ; ε =εp ;σ =σp  and
v   is the wave phase velocity  in the iron powder ( given by Equation 1.02 ).
The radiation efficiency    e = P / P+Pohmic  is nearly 100%.
                     The atoms of the annealed iron  absorb  an ELF energy U=ηPa /f   ,
where  η  is a particle-dependent absorption coefficient (the maxima  η  values
occurs, as we know, for the frequencies of the atom’s absorption spectrum ) and
Pa is the incident radiation power on the atom ; Pa=DSa  where Sa is the atom’s
geometric cross section and  D=P/S  the radiation power density on the iron
atom ( P is the power radiated  by the antenna and S  is the  annealed iron toroid
area(S = 0.374 m2 ,see Fig.1b)) . So, we can write :
U = ηSa ( I0 z0 )

2 ω / 3Sεi v
3 { [1+ (σi/ωεi )

2 ]½ + 1} .
                      Consequently, according to Eq.(1.04) , for ω<<σi/εi , the
gravitational masses of these iron atoms, under these conditions, will be given
by :
mg = ma − 2 { [1 + 8×10−8 ( µi σi σp )( µp )

3 ( z0 )
4  I0

4 ]½ − 1} ma

Note that the equation above doesn’ t depend on εp or εi .In addition it shows
that the gravitational masses (mg ) of the  atoms of the annealed iron toroid can
be nullified for a value  I0 ≈130A. Above this  critical value  the gravitational
masses  become negatives (anti-gravity).
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                                                                                               Connection cables
                                                                                               4/0 AWG 19 wires ; 20 cm

                                         System-G
                                                                                                   Transformer

0   220                                 220 V
                                                         Balance                             INPUT   V                                    60Hz

(a) Experimental set-up

                                   ELF antenna
                    (dipole elements in superimposed spirals; totally encapsulated in the iron powder)
                                   Iron powder
                                   Annealed pure iron ; thickness=0.6mm
                                                           2½  inch  diameter  steel toroid                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                     63.5mm

                                             320mm                                320mm

(b) Cross section of the System - G

                                                                                 spiral 1(dipole element 1)length=Z0 / 2=6m
                                                                                      1

                                                                           2                    2
            2   1   2                       2   1    2               1                    1

                                                                                       2
                                                                                spiral 2(dipole element 2)length=Z0 / 2=6m
                                                                     Three turns of spiral for each dipole element
                                                               ( copper rod with insulation paint ; ½ inch diameter )

                                             Antenna Top View

                               1        2         (c) Spiral antenna arrangement

Fig. 1 – Schematic View of the Experimental Apparatus
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 APPENDIX  B

                     It is known that photons have null  inertial mass (mi = 0 ) and that
they do not absorb  others photons (U = 0 ) . So , if we put  mi = 0  and U = 0  in
Eq.(1.04) , the result is  mg = 0 .Therefore photons have null  gravitational mass .
                     Let us  consider a point source of radiation with power  P ,
frequency   f  and  radiation density at distance   r  given by  D = P /4π r2 .Due
to the  null gravitational mass of the photons, it must be possible to build a
shield of photons around the  source, which will i mpede the exchange of
gravitons between the particles inside the shield and the rest of the Universe.
The shield  begins  at distance  rs from the source where the radiation density is
such that there will be a photon in opposition to each incident graviton . This
critical situation occurs when     D = hf 2/ Sg  , where Sg  is the geometric cross
section of the graviton. Thus  rs  is given by the relation,

rs = (rg / f )( P/h)1/2 .

                     We then see that the ELF radiation are the most appropriate to produce
the shield. It can be easily shown that, if  f << 1mHz ,  the radiation wil l traverse
any particle . It is not diff icult to see that in this case, there wil l be  “ clouds” of
photons around the particles inside the shield. Due to the null gravitational mass
of the photons , these “ clouds” will i mpede the exchange of gravitons between
the particle inside the “ cloud” and the rest of the Universe. Thus, we can say that
the gravitational mass of the particle  will be null with respect to the Universe,
and that the space-time inside the shield (out of the particles)becomes  flat or
euclidean . It is clear that the space-time which the particles occupies  remains
non-euclidean.
                     In an euclidean space-time the maximum speed of propagation of
the interactions is infinite (c→∞) because , as we know, the metrics becomes
from Galil ei. Therefore, the interactions are instantaneous . Thus , in this space-
time the speed of  photons  must be infinite, simply because they are the quanta
of the electromagnetic interaction. So, the speed of photons will be infinite
inside the shield.
                     On the other hand  , the new relativistic expression for mass,
Eq.(2.06) , shows that a particle with null gravitational mass isn’ t submitted to
the increase of relativistic mass , because under  these circumstances its
gravitational mass doesn't increase with  increasing  velocity .i.e., it remains null
independently of the particle's velocity. In addition , the gravitational potential
ϕ = GMg/r for the particle will be null and, consequently , the component
g00 = −1−2ϕ/c2 of the metric tensor  will be  equal to −1 .Thus , we will have
ds2 = g00 (dx0')

2 = g00(icdt' )2 = c2 (dt' )2 where  t'   is the time in a clock moving
with the particle , and ds2 = c2dt2  where  t  is the time indicated by a clock at
rest ( dx = dy = dz = 0 ). From the combination of these  two equations  we
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conclude that    t' = t  .This means that the particle will be not  more
submitted  to  the relativistic effects predicted in  Einstein's theory. So, it  can
reach  and even surpass the  speed of light .
                     We can imagine a spacecraft  with positive gravitational mass equal
to  (m) kg , and negative gravitational  mass ( see System-G in appendix A)
equal to  − (m − 0.001) kg . It has a shield of photons , as above mentioned. If
the photons, which produce  the shield , radiate from the surface of the
spacecraft , then  the space-time that it occupies  remains   non-euclidean ,and
consequently , for an observer in this space-time , the total gravitational mass of
the spacecraft, wil l be | Mg | = 0.001 kg . Therefore , if its  propulsion system
produces F=10N (only) the spacecraft acquires acceleration   a = F/ | Mg | =
104m/s  ( see Eq.(2.05)).
                     Furthermore, due to the “ cloud” of photons around the spacecraft
its gravitational interaction with the Universe wil l be null , and therefore, we can
say that its gravitational mass will be null with respect to the Universe.
Consequently, the inertial forces upon the spacecraft will also be null, in
agreement with Eq.2.05 ( Mach’s principle ) .This means that the spacecraft will
lose its inertial properties . In addition, the spacecraft  can reach and even
surpass the speed of  light because , as we have seen , a particle with null
gravitational mass will be not  submitted  to  the relativistic effects .
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